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LET’S TALK ABOUT MOUTHS!
JAW PAIN – it is a silent offender, causing grief for 1 in 4 Australians. We often
don’t realise just how good our body is
made to feel, and the jaw is no exception!
Jaw dysfunction can be found in people
who present with chronic headaches,
with or without referral to the head
region. Frequent jaw clenching, soreness around the jaw in the mornings, as
well as grinding at night (usually reported by disgruntled spouses) are
often reported. A history of trauma could also be relevant, especially
in whiplash cases where the head hyperextends (think of your head
snapping back suddenly in car accidents or unexpected falls) as well as
direct trauma to the jaw itself.
We call it the “hidden culprit” because people often don’t associate
the above signs as something to see your chiropractor about, or to see
anyone about for that matter… Sufferers usually just put up with it.

Be sure to check out our latest blog post on Jaw Pain for full article, treatment, stretches, and a bit of
chiro humour!

Did you know we do corporate talks?
Ask our friendly staff or give us a call to find out
the details!
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STAFF NEWS
Andrew is enjoying running his 6
minute kilometers!
Mark is bracing himself for the
onslaught of school sport season
Matt is keeping up training at Perform 360 on the Northside and
loving it!
Jacinth is hoping to do some more
outdoor lead climbing before the
cold weather sets in.
Nick is still working on his novel,
watch this space!
Louise has added swimming to her
exercise regime (28° of pure bliss)
Kara will be missed whilst she is
away on prac for uni :(
Kate “study, study, study!”
Iris is excited for her “free” camping weekend in Allora.
Catch up each month with members of the AVC team to see what’s hot in Brisbane! We
love to support local and highly recommend enjoying this great City we call home.

Jasmine will be super busy with
her study!

Name: Jacinth Tan
Age: 31

Jess is having fun showing around
her family from Canada!

Favourite coffee spot: John Mills Himself (hidden perfectly in the city)
Favourite café: Paper Moon in Annerley!

Meg is looking forward to the end
of her exams.

Favourite watering hole: Cobbler in West End!
Favourite Market find: “I get so excited when the pepper guy is at the West End markets!”
Favourite activity in Brisbane: Obviously, rock climbing at Urban Climb in West End!

Whilst we understand that there are
emergencies at times, we do appreciate 24 hours notice for cancellation
of appointments, if possible.

